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▪ Macroscopically delocalized quantum superpositions: 
       coherent superposition of spatially separated atomic wave packets. 

▪ Differences in dynamics of superposition components entirely Newtonian. 

▪ Same relativistic effects on superposition components (e.g. atomic clocks). 

▪ Goal (QM + GR):  experiment with general relativistic effects acting non-trivially 
on the quantum superposition.

Wavepacket separation 

90 ħk beam splitters, sequential two-photon 
Bragg transitions 

Interferometer duration 2T = 2.08 s  

TK, P. Asenbaum, C. Overstreet, C. Donnelly, S. Dickerson, A. Sugarbaker,  
J. Hogan, and M. Kasevich, Nature 2015 

Kovachy et al., Nature (2015)
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where U0 ¼ Uðx̄0Þ is the value of the gravitational poten-
tial at the central position of the trapped wave packets. On
the other hand, evaluating Eq. (3) for the freely falling
trajectory (parallel to g) in a uniform gravitational field
yields

Sn ¼ −mnc2ð1þ U0=c2ÞΔt −
1

24
mng2Δt3; ð20Þ

where g ¼ jgj and Δt is the time interval between the first
and second intersections of the freely falling spacetime
trajectory with the static one at x ¼ x̄0. The Δt3 phase
contribution for uniform force fields, as well as possible
ways of measuring it with atom interferometry, has been
investigated in Ref. [35], and its connection with the
relativistic time dilation for a freely falling particle has
been pointed out in Ref. [36]. From Eq. (20), one can
immediately obtain the following phase difference between
the internal states, which determines the outcome of the
atomic clock’s read-out:
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The term proportional to g2Δt3, which can be interpreted
as the proper-time difference between the two trajectories
in Fig. 2, can be measured by comparing the read-outs of
the static and freely falling clocks, determined, respec-
tively, by Eqs. (19) and (21). As explained in Sec. II B, in
practice, one actually determines the transition frequency
in a Ramsey spectroscopy measurement, and the resulting
frequencies for the two clocks are proportional to
the corresponding redshift factor Δτ=Δt in each case,
which differ by ðg2=c2ÞΔt2=24. For Δt ¼ 1 s, this differ-
ence amounts to a relative frequency difference
Δν=ν ∼ 5 × 10−17. While this precision is feasible for static
clocks based on optical transitions of cold atoms trapped in
magic-wavelength optical lattices, it is about an order of
magnitude more demanding than the highest precision
achievable to date with atomic clocks based on microwave
transitions of cold atoms freely falling in atomic fountains.
Improvements in the latter would therefore be necessary in
order to see this effect when comparing the two [37].
Alternatively, in larger atomic fountains such as Stanford’s
10-meter tower [38], where times in excess of Δt ¼ 2 s can
be reached, the resulting frequency difference would
increase by an order of magnitude and become comparable
to the current sensitivity of microwave-based clocks.
As a matter of fact, there are much larger special and

general relativistic time-dilation effects to which atomic
clocks are sensitive, but they would affect the two clocks
being compared here in the same way. They are associated
with different Earth rotation velocities for different latitudes
(corresponding to differences of the order of 102 m=s) and

with laboratory height differences of the order of 102

or 103 m.
The example analyzed in this subsection involves inde-

pendent atoms (in a superposition of internal states)
propagating along the two trajectories and is equivalent
to comparing classical clocks following those trajectories.
In contrast, we next consider a quantum superposition for
each single atom of wave packets following two spatially
separated paths.

V. QUANTUM-CLOCK INTERFEROMETRY

A. Proper time and quantum-clock interferometry

Let us consider an atom interferometer with the central
trajectories of the atomic wave packets propagating
along the different interferometer branches schematically
depicted in Fig. 3. If we assume, for simplicity, that the
evolution of the centered wave packets along the two
interferometer arms (a and b) is approximately the same,
the state at the first exit port (I) is given by

jψ Ii ¼
1

2
ðeiϕa jψaiþ eiϕb jψbiÞ ≈

1

2
ð1þ eiδϕÞeiϕa jψai;

ð22Þ

where the phase shift δϕ ¼ ϕb − ϕa is the difference
between the phases accumulated along the two branches
by the interfering wave packets. These phases include the
propagation phase described in Sec. IV for both free and
guided propagation, corresponding to Eqs. (11) and (13), as
well as the laser phases associated with any laser pulses
employed to diffract the atomic wave packets. Further
details can be found in Appendix C, where the description
of a full atom interferometer including relativistic effects is
provided.
From Eq. (22), the following probability for each atom to

be detected in exit port I is immediately obtained:

FIG. 3. Central trajectories for the interfering wave packets of a
quantum clock at exit port I. Nontrivial effects arise when the
proper times along the two interferometer branches (a and b)
differ. Analogous results hold for exit port II.
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▪ Quantum superposition of clocks 

        (COM + internal state) 

experiencing different proper times 

 reduced visibility of interference signal

Proper time as which-way information

Sinha & Samuel, Class. Quantum Grav. 28, 145018 (2011)

Zych et al., Nat. Commun. 2, 505 (2011)
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1. Key elements of quantum-clock interferometry 

2. Major challenges in quantum-clock interferometry 

3. Doubly differential gravitational-redshift measurement 

4. Spacetime curvature and proper-time difference 

5. Conclusions

Outline
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Key elements of quantum-clock interferometry
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• Initialization pulse: 

• Evolution:
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▪ Comparison of independent clocks  (after read-out pulse):
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for optical atomic clocks
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▪ Theoretical description of the clock: 

‣ two-level atom  (internal state): 

‣ classical action for COM motion:

Ĥ = Ĥ1 ⌦ |gihg| + Ĥ2 ⌦ |eihe|

Sn
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m1 = mg

�m = �E/c2

free fall
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Ĥ = Ĥ1 ⌦ |gihg| + Ĥ2 ⌦ |eihe| m2 = mg +�m

m1 = mg

�m = �E/c2

free fall
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 including external forces

▪ Theoretical description of the clock: 

‣ two-level atom  (internal state): 

‣ classical action for COM motion:
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Atom interferometry in curved spacetime 
(including relativistic effects)

▪ Wave-packet evolution in terms of 

‣ central trajectory  (satisfies classical e.o.m.) 

‣ centered wave packet

�p/m ⌧ c �x ⌧ `
curvature radius

Xµ(�)
�� (n)

c (⌧c)
↵
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▪ Metric in Fermi-Walker coordinates: 

▪ Expanding the action for the centered wave packet:
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▪ Wave-packet evolution: 

‣ propagation phase 

‣ centered wave packet
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▪ Full interferometer  (including laser kicks): 

▪ Detection probability at the exit port(s): 

▪ Phase shift:
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▪ Relativistic description of atom interferometry in curved spacetime. 

▪ Including external forces and even guiding potentials. 

▪ Relativistic interpretation of the separation phase in open interferometers.

For further details:

 

Gravitational Redshift in Quantum-Clock Interferometry
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The creation of delocalized coherent superpositions of quantum systems experiencing different
relativistic effects is an important milestone in future research at the interface of gravity and quantum
mechanics. This milestone could be achieved by generating a superposition of quantum clocks that follow
paths with different gravitational time dilation and investigating the consequences on the interference signal
when they are eventually recombined. Light-pulse atom interferometry with elements employed in optical
atomic clocks is a promising candidate for that purpose, but it suffers from major challenges including its
insensitivity to the gravitational redshift in a uniform field. All of these difficulties can be overcome with
the novel scheme presented here, which is based on initializing the clock when the spatially separate
superposition has already been generated and performing a doubly differential measurement where the
differential phase shift between the two internal states is compared for different initialization times. This
scheme can be exploited to test the universality of the gravitational redshift with delocalized coherent
superpositions of quantum clocks, and it is argued that its experimental implementation should be feasible
with a new generation of 10-meter atomic fountains that will soon become available. Interestingly, the
approach also offers significant advantages for more compact setups based on guided interferometry or
hybrid configurations. Furthermore, in order to provide a solid foundation for the analysis of the various
interferometry schemes and the effects that can be measured with them, a general formalism for a
relativistic description of atom interferometry in curved spacetime is developed. It can describe freely
falling atoms as well as the effects of external forces and guiding potentials, and it can be applied to a very
wide range of situations. As an important ingredient for quantum-clock interferometry, suitable diffraction
mechanisms for atoms in internal-state superpositions are investigated too. Finally, the relation of the
proposed doubly differential measurement scheme to other experimental approaches and to tests of the
universality of free fall is discussed in detail.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.10.021014 Subject Areas: Atomic and Molecular Physics,
Gravitation, Quantum Physics

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article, a general formalism describing relativistic
effects in atom interferometry for atoms propagating in
curved spacetime is developed. This formalism is then
exploited in Sec. VI to present a novel scheme for quantum-
clock interferometry, which is sensitive to gravitational-
redshift effects and whose experimental implementation
should be within reach of the 10-meter atomic fountains of
Sr and Yb atoms that will soon become available at
Stanford and HITec (Hannover), respectively.
Remarkable advances in atom interferometry have

enabled the creation of macroscopically delocalized

quantum superpositions with atomic wave packets sepa-
rated up to half a meter [1]. Nevertheless, in all cases
realized so far, the differences in the dynamics of the two
wave packets of the superposition can be entirely described
in terms of Newtonian mechanics. While the impressive
precision of atomic clocks based on optical transitions
enables the measurement of the gravitational redshift for
height differences as little as one centimeter, this result is
achieved by comparing two independent clocks. In con-
trast, creating delocalized coherent superpositions of quan-
tum systems experiencing different relativistic effects
remains an important milestone in future research at the
interface of gravity and quantum mechanics.
This result couldbe achievedbygenerating a superposition

of quantum clocks that follow paths with different gravita-
tional time dilation and investigating the consequences on the
interference signal when they are eventually recombined [2].
More specifically, the proper-time differences between the
two interferometer arms imprint which-way information on

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to
the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
and DOI.

PHYSICAL REVIEW X 10, 021014 (2020)
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Major challenges in quantum-clock interferometry
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▪ Consider a freely falling frame: 

▪ Proper-time difference between the two interferometer branches independent of .g

Ramsey-Bordé
interferometer
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Insensitivity to gravitational redshift  (in a uniform field)

• (small dependence due to pulse timing suppressed by                        )(vrec/c) ⇠ 10�10
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▪ Different recoil velocities    different central trajectories: 

▪ Implied changes of proper-time difference are comparable to signal of interest.

Differential recoil

v(n)rec = ~ke↵ /mn
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Small visibility changes

▪ Reduced interference visibility due to deceasing quantum overlap of clock states: 

▪ Small effect for feasible parameter range: 

▪ Extremely difficult to measure such small changes of visibility, which are masked 
by other effects leading also to loss of visibility.
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Doubly differential gravitational-redshift 
measurement
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▪ Initialization pulse after the spatial superposition 
has been generated. 

▪ Doubly differential measurement: 

‣ state-selective detection 

‣ compare different initialization times
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The creation of delocalized coherent superpositions of quantum systems experiencing different
relativistic effects is an important milestone in future research at the interface of gravity and quantum
mechanics. This milestone could be achieved by generating a superposition of quantum clocks that follow
paths with different gravitational time dilation and investigating the consequences on the interference signal
when they are eventually recombined. Light-pulse atom interferometry with elements employed in optical
atomic clocks is a promising candidate for that purpose, but it suffers from major challenges including its
insensitivity to the gravitational redshift in a uniform field. All of these difficulties can be overcome with
the novel scheme presented here, which is based on initializing the clock when the spatially separate
superposition has already been generated and performing a doubly differential measurement where the
differential phase shift between the two internal states is compared for different initialization times. This
scheme can be exploited to test the universality of the gravitational redshift with delocalized coherent
superpositions of quantum clocks, and it is argued that its experimental implementation should be feasible
with a new generation of 10-meter atomic fountains that will soon become available. Interestingly, the
approach also offers significant advantages for more compact setups based on guided interferometry or
hybrid configurations. Furthermore, in order to provide a solid foundation for the analysis of the various
interferometry schemes and the effects that can be measured with them, a general formalism for a
relativistic description of atom interferometry in curved spacetime is developed. It can describe freely
falling atoms as well as the effects of external forces and guiding potentials, and it can be applied to a very
wide range of situations. As an important ingredient for quantum-clock interferometry, suitable diffraction
mechanisms for atoms in internal-state superpositions are investigated too. Finally, the relation of the
proposed doubly differential measurement scheme to other experimental approaches and to tests of the
universality of free fall is discussed in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this article, a general formalism describing relativistic
effects in atom interferometry for atoms propagating in
curved spacetime is developed. This formalism is then
exploited in Sec. VI to present a novel scheme for quantum-
clock interferometry, which is sensitive to gravitational-
redshift effects and whose experimental implementation
should be within reach of the 10-meter atomic fountains of
Sr and Yb atoms that will soon become available at
Stanford and HITec (Hannover), respectively.
Remarkable advances in atom interferometry have

enabled the creation of macroscopically delocalized

quantum superpositions with atomic wave packets sepa-
rated up to half a meter [1]. Nevertheless, in all cases
realized so far, the differences in the dynamics of the two
wave packets of the superposition can be entirely described
in terms of Newtonian mechanics. While the impressive
precision of atomic clocks based on optical transitions
enables the measurement of the gravitational redshift for
height differences as little as one centimeter, this result is
achieved by comparing two independent clocks. In con-
trast, creating delocalized coherent superpositions of quan-
tum systems experiencing different relativistic effects
remains an important milestone in future research at the
interface of gravity and quantum mechanics.
This result couldbe achievedbygenerating a superposition

of quantum clocks that follow paths with different gravita-
tional time dilation and investigating the consequences on the
interference signal when they are eventually recombined [2].
More specifically, the proper-time differences between the
two interferometer arms imprint which-way information on
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Differential phase-shift measurement

▪ Detection probability at first exit port  (independent of internal state): 

▪ Phase-shift difference directly related to visibility reduction. 

▪ Precise differential phase-shift measurement with state-selective detection much more 
viable  (immune to spurious loss of contrast + common-mode rejection of phase noise)
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Two-photon pulse for clock initialization

▪ Level structure for group-II-type atoms (e.g. Sr, Yb) employed in optical atomic clocks: 

▪ Two-photon process resonantly connecting the two clock states. 

▪ Equal-frequency counter-propagating laser beams in lab frame 

    constant effective-phase simultaneity hypersurfaces in lab frame.

ei!teik·x ⇥ ei!te�ik·x = ei 2!t

Alden et al., Phys. Rev. A (2014)

E. A. ALDEN, K. R. MOORE, AND A. E. LEANHARDT PHYSICAL REVIEW A 90, 012523 (2014)

1S0

1P1

3P13P0

3P2

E1

M1 ∆

3S1

E1

FIG. 1. (Color online) Two-photon clock level structure. This is
the prototypical, optical clock-level structure with a 3P0 clock state.
The electric field of one photon and the magnetic field of a second
degenerate photon directly couple the 1S0 ground state to the clock
state by coupling to the intermediate 3P1 level with some detuning !.

A sample detection channel for a hot clock is the 3P0
E1←→ 3S1, E1

allowed transition.

require optimization are vapor cell temperature T and laser
beam radius ω0. The effective rate of atoms excited to the 3P0
level is given by

Ṅ3P0 = P3P0 (T ,ω0)Ṅtot(T ,ω0), (3)

where P3P0 is the probability a single atom in the excitation
region has been excited to the 3P0 level and Ṅtot is the rate of
atoms flowing through the interrogation region. In a thermal
environment the interrogation time of an atom by the excitation
laser is always much less than the time required to coherently
transfer the full population to the excited state; there is no
risk of Rabi flopping. An increase in laser power is therefore
always beneficial because it increases the two-photon Rabi
frequency and by extension the probability of excitation to the
3P0 level in a time-limited measurement. The temperature and
laser beam radius contribution to overall rates and stability
will be explained in Sec. III B.

A. Two-photon Rabi frequency

For the purposes of this paper, we will consider a system
where the atom is excited with a single laser (monochromatic)
or pair of lasers (bichromatic) whose frequencies are far

Lo
T 

2ω0

2zR

FIG. 2. (Color online) Hot optical clock. This diagram of a
monochromatic laser in a vapor cell depicts the experimental system.
The detection length Lo is the detection optics aperture, and the laser
beam radius is ω0. The Rayleigh range zR that limits the interrogation
region is shown in this graphic. The area enclosed by a box is the
Rayleigh-limited interrogation region of the atoms.

off resonance from the allowed E1 or M1 transitions. To
satisfy the selection rules of the transition, the electric field
vector of one excitation photon must be parallel to the
magnetic field vector of the other excitation photon. This
alignment can be realized utilizing either the Lin ⊥ Lin
or σ+/σ− polarization scheme described by Dalibard and
Cohen-Tannoudji [9]. These schemes satisfy the selection rules
and ensure that any clock excitation is the product of excitation
from counterpropagating beams and thus reduces or eliminates
first-order Doppler broadening.

Our proposed system satisfies the constraints of adiabatic
elimination [10,11], specifically ! % $1,$2,δ, where $i is
the two-level Rabi frequency of each E1 and M1 transition,
δ is the two-photon detuning from the unperturbed transition
frequency, and ! is the minimum detuning of an excitation
photon’s energy from the intermediate 3P1 level (see Fig. 1).
In this limit, the two-photon Rabi frequency for an atom
addressed by a pair of photons, where δ is chosen to offset
the light shift, is given by [12]

$R2γ = 2I

!2c2ε0

〈3P0||µ||3P1〉M1〈3P1||D||1S0〉E1

!
, (4)

where I is the peak intensity of the excitation laser,
〈3P0||µ||3P1〉M1 is the reduced matrix element for the magnetic
dipole (M1) transition, and 〈3P1||D||1S0〉E1 is the reduced
matrix element for the electric dipole (E1) transition.

The E1-M1 coupling will also occur via the 1P1 inter-
mediate level. In the case of Hg it will constitute as much
as 37% of the Rabi frequency, where its contribution is
maximum for the degenerate excitation scheme. We omit this
favorable contribution from the rate and stability simulations
for simplicity, but experiments can anticipate an enhancement.
Estimated and observed electric and magnetic dipole matrix
elements are shown for the group-II-type atoms in Table I.
We also provide the estimated two-photon Rabi frequency for
the degenerate photon case with the experimental parameters
defined in Table II.

TABLE I. Reduced matrix elements for the electric dipole
〈nsnp3P 1||D||ns2 1S0〉 intercombination transition (E1) and the mag-
netic dipole 〈nsnp3P 0||µ||nsnp3P1〉 transition (M1) for each candi-
date element. Matrix element values are in a.u. For monochromatic
excitation, the two-photon Rabi frequency $R2γ is shown for unit
intensity (1 W/m2). A prototypical intensity for this scheme is
6 × 106 W/m2.

Atom n E1/ea0 M1/µ
B

$R2γ /I (Hz)

Ra 7 1.2 [13]
√

2 [14] 7.1 × 10−5

Ba 6 0.45 [15]
√

2 [14] 3 × 10−5

Yb 6 0.54 [16]
√

2 [16] 2.5 × 10−5

Hg 6 0.44 [17]
√

2 [14] 9.3 × 10−6

Sr 5 0.15 [18]
√

2 [14] 8.8 × 10−6

Ca 4 0.036 [18]
√

2 [14] 2 × 10−6

Mg 3 0.0057 [18]
√

2 [17] 2.2 × 10−7

Be 2 0.00024 [17]
√

2 [14] 9.3 × 10−9
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Laboratory frame

▪ Compare differential phase-shift measurements for different initialization times:
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Freely falling frame

▪ Relativity of simultaneity:
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for nonrelativistic velocities and weak gravitational fields
leading to Eq. (3) was used in the last equality. The proper
times Δτa and Δτb correspond to the dashed segments of
the central trajectories depicted in Fig. 1.
In principle, one could try to compare the interference

contrast C for state-independent detection obtained at differ-
ent times in order to measure the loss of contrast described in
Sec. VA. (The vibration noise of the retroreflection mirror
naturally provides a uniform, random, phase-shift distribu-
tion for repeated shots, so the contrast can be determined
through a suitable statistical analysis of the distribution of
outcomes [66].) However, the alternative method based on
the doubly differential measurement presented above and
encoded in Eq. (43) clearly has many advantages. First, as
already pointed out in Sec. V B, important systematic effects
and noise sources are highly suppressed in differential phase-
shift measurements through common-mode rejection, and
much higher sensitivities than in a direct contrast measure-
ment can be achieved. Second, subtracting the differential
phase shifts for different initialization times while leaving
everything else unchanged provides further immunity over
the whole duration of the interferometer to unwanted effects
that are independent of the internal state as well as to any
unwanted effects (even state-dependent ones) that take place
before the earliest or after the latest of the two initialization
times and are hence common to both differential phase-shift
measurements. Finally, as shown by Eq. (43), the gravita-
tional time dilation can be directly read out from the
measurement. This fact can be exploited to test the univer-
sality of the gravitational redshift in this context as explained
in Sec. VII.

B. Description in the freely falling frame

It is instructive to reanalyze, in a freely falling frame, the
quantum-clock interferometry scheme just proposed, espe-
cially given that the insensitivity of standard light-pulse
atom interferometers to gravitational time dilation argued in
Sec. V C could be most clearly seen in such frames.

Figure 7 displays the central trajectories of the interfer-
ometer in a freely falling frame, more specifically, in the
frame where the trajectories are at rest after the first pair of
Bragg pulses. The key point is that while the constant-
phase hypersurfaces for the initialization pulse correspond
to constant-time hypersurfaces in the laboratory frame, they
are no longer hypersurfaces of simultaneity in the freely
falling frame: They appear as tilted straight lines in the
1þ 1 spacetime diagram of Fig. 7. As a result, their
intersection points with the two central trajectories exhibit
the following time difference in the freely falling frame:

δτc ¼ −vðtÞΔz=c2 ¼ gðt − tapÞΔz=c2; ð44Þ

where vðtÞ ¼ −gðt − tapÞ is the relative velocity between
the freely falling frame and the laboratory frame, and
we have again considered, for simplicity, the regime of
weak gravitational fields and nonrelativistic velocities;
thus, terms suppressed by higher powers of 1=c2

have been neglected. The time at which the apex of the
central trajectories is reached has been denoted by tap.
Alternatively, one can obtain the time difference in Eq. (44)
from the fact that the effective phase factor for the two-
photon transition driven by the initialization pulse, which is
spatially independent in the laboratory frame, becomes
exp ð−iω̄cðτc − τðiÞc Þ þ ik̄0 · ðx0 − x0

iÞ) in the comoving
frame, as explained in Appendix D.
From Eq. (44), it is clear that the proper time elapsed

along the two interferometer arms between initialization
pulses at laboratory times ti and t0i differs by

δτcðt0iÞ − δτcðtiÞ ¼ (vðtiÞ − vðt0iÞ)Δz=c2 ¼ gðt0i − tiÞΔz=c2;
ð45Þ

from which the differential-phase-shift difference immedi-
ately follows:

FIG. 7. In the freely falling frame, the proper-time difference between the dashed segments in the doubly differential measurement is a
consequence of the lack of simultaneity for the spatial hypersurfaces associated with the initialization pulses.

GRAVITATIONAL REDSHIFT IN QUANTUM-CLOCK … PHYS. REV. X 10, 021014 (2020)
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Challenges addressed

▪ Differential phase-shift measurement    precise measurement, common-mode rejection 
                                                                                                          (of noise & systematics) 

▪ Comparing measurements with different initialization times 

                                                  sensitive to gravitational redshift + further immunity 

▪ Almost no recoil from initialization pulse: 
  small residual recoil with no impact on gravitational redshift measurement. 

▪ Effect of differential recoil from second pair of Bragg pulses cancels out in doubly 
differential measurement.
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▪ Residual recoil with no influence on the phase-shift for the excited state:
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Feasible implementation

VLBAI (Hannover)

▪ 10-m atomic fountains operating with Sr, Yb in Stanford & 
Hannover respectively. 

▪ More than  of free evolution time. 

▪ Doubly differential phase shift of  for 

▪ resolvable in a single shot for   (shot-noise limited).

2 s

3mrad

N = 105

�E/~ = !0 ⇡ 2⇡ ⇥ 4⇥ 10
2
THz

�z = 1 cm

�ti = 1 s
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Alternative implementation
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Demanding requirements on the atom optics

▪ Main challenge:  last pair of laser pulses should diffract both internal states efficiently.

▪ Two possibilities:

‣ Bragg diffraction at the magic wavelength  very demanding requirements on laser power

‣ Combination of single-photon transitions  higher complexity, fermionic isotopes 
                                                               far from maturity

▪ Look for an alternative scheme involving simple atom optics with milder requirements 
on laser power that could be implemented at the VLBAI facility.
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doubly differential measurement
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<latexit sha1_base64="/8T5XA8mnh66J0c24TCubFJcdJ0=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqN25GSyCq5JIQd0V3LisYB/QhDKZTNKhk0mYmQg15if8Arf6Be7ErX/gB/gfTlIR23rgwuGce7mH4yWMSmVZn0ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cPejJOBSZdHLNYDDwkCaOcdBVVjAwSQVDkMdL3JleF378jQtKY36ppQtwIhZwGFCOlpZFZf4BOhNRYRFmYQ0cgHjIyMhtW0yoBf4m9SBrtelCiMzK/HD/GaUS4wgxJObStRLkZEopiRvKak0qSIDxBIRlqylFEpJuV6XN4ohUfBrHQwxUs1b8XGYqknEae3iySykWvEP/zhqkKLtyM8iRVhOPZoyBlUMWwqAL6VBCs2FQThAXVWSEeI4Gw0oXV5t54Xsz8XPey1MIy6Z017Vbz8kYX1AIzVMEROAanwAbnoA2uQQd0AQb34Ak8gxfj0Xg13oz32WrF+Lk5BHMwPr4BSiyf5w==</latexit>

(n = 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="0kL1dU002dOB+WSPQbDdZYyeAEs=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur1qWbwSLUTUmKoC6EghuXFUxbaEOZTCbt0MkkzEyEErrwC7rVL3Anbt36F36An+DeaStiWw9cOJxzL/fe4yecKW3bH9bK6tr6xmZuK7+9s7u3XzgoNlScSkJdEvNYtnysKGeCupppTluJpDjyOW36g+uJ37ynUrFY3OlhQr0I9wQLGcHaSG5ZXDmn3ULJrthToF/iLJJSrdgpf72PO/Vu4bMTxCSNqNCEY6Xajp1oL8NSM8LpKN9JFU0wGeAebRsqcESVl02PHaETowQojKUpodFU/TuR4UipYeSbzgjrvlr0JuJ/XjvV4YWXMZGkmgoyWxSmHOkYTT5HAZOUaD40BBPJzK2I9LHERJt88nNrfD/mwcjkspTCMmlUK85Z5fLWBFSFGXJwBMdQBgfOoQY3UAcXCDAYwyM8WQ/Ws/Vivc5aV6yfmUOYg/X2DdXvmTY=</latexit>

(n = 2)

<latexit sha1_base64="rE83e3U+PMCoSQLOfExPS6Wuld8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur1qWbwSLUTUmKoC6EghuXFUxbaEOZTCbt0MkkzEyEErrwC7rVL3Anbt36F36An+DeaStiWw9cOJxzL/fe4yecKW3bH9bK6tr6xmZuK7+9s7u3XzgoNlScSkJdEvNYtnysKGeCupppTluJpDjyOW36g+uJ37ynUrFY3OlhQr0I9wQLGcHaSG5ZXFVPu4WSXbGnQL/EWSSlWrFT/nofd+rdwmcniEkaUaEJx0q1HTvRXoalZoTTUb6TKppgMsA92jZU4IgqL5seO0InRglQGEtTQqOp+nciw5FSw8g3nRHWfbXoTcT/vHaqwwsvYyJJNRVktihMOdIxmnyOAiYp0XxoCCaSmVsR6WOJiTb55OfW+H7Mg5HJZSmFZdKoVpyzyuWtCagKM+TgCI6hDA6cQw1uoA4uEGAwhkd4sh6sZ+vFep21rlg/M4cwB+vtG9eHmTc=</latexit>
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��(2)(ti)� ��(1)(ti)
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�E

2~ (�⌧b ��⌧a) = �mg�z (t0i � ti)/~

<latexit sha1_base64="T2OJM2g8/pl9MuT2hOkjQ0/1ngE=">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</latexit>

Quantum-clock interferometry
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doubly differential measurement

|ei

<latexit sha1_base64="PR/jqF6D1MqDB98zWOz0xY5Kwmc=">AAACEHicbVBLSgNBFOyJvxh/UbNz0xgEV2EiAXUXcOMygvlAJoSenjdJk+6eobtHiGMu4Qnc6gnciVtv4AG8h52JiEkseFBUvccryo8508Z1P53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aOkoURSaNOKR6vhEA2cSmoYZDp1YARE+h7Y/upr67TtQmkXy1oxj6AkykCxklBgr9YulB+wJYoZKpDDBniJywKFfLLsVNwP+JdVFUq6XwgyNfvHLCyKaCJCGcqJ1t+rGppcSZRjlMCl4iYaY0BEZQNdSSQToXpqln+ATqwQ4jJQdaXCm/r1IidB6LHy7OU2qF72p+J/XTUx40UuZjBMDks4ehQnHJsLTKnDAFFDDx5YQqpjNiumQKEKNLaww98b3Ix5MbC9LLSyT1lmlWqtc3tiCamiGPDpCx+gUVdE5qqNr1EBNRNE9ekLP6MV5dF6dN+d9tppzfm4O0Rycj29G7J/l</latexit>

|gi

<latexit sha1_base64="/8T5XA8mnh66J0c24TCubFJcdJ0=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqN25GSyCq5JIQd0V3LisYB/QhDKZTNKhk0mYmQg15if8Arf6Be7ErX/gB/gfTlIR23rgwuGce7mH4yWMSmVZn0ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cPejJOBSZdHLNYDDwkCaOcdBVVjAwSQVDkMdL3JleF378jQtKY36ppQtwIhZwGFCOlpZFZf4BOhNRYRFmYQ0cgHjIyMhtW0yoBf4m9SBrtelCiMzK/HD/GaUS4wgxJObStRLkZEopiRvKak0qSIDxBIRlqylFEpJuV6XN4ohUfBrHQwxUs1b8XGYqknEae3iySykWvEP/zhqkKLtyM8iRVhOPZoyBlUMWwqAL6VBCs2FQThAXVWSEeI4Gw0oXV5t54Xsz8XPey1MIy6Z017Vbz8kYX1AIzVMEROAanwAbnoA2uQQd0AQb34Ak8gxfj0Xg13oz32WrF+Lk5BHMwPr4BSiyf5w==</latexit>

(n = 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="0kL1dU002dOB+WSPQbDdZYyeAEs=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur1qWbwSLUTUmKoC6EghuXFUxbaEOZTCbt0MkkzEyEErrwC7rVL3Anbt36F36An+DeaStiWw9cOJxzL/fe4yecKW3bH9bK6tr6xmZuK7+9s7u3XzgoNlScSkJdEvNYtnysKGeCupppTluJpDjyOW36g+uJ37ynUrFY3OlhQr0I9wQLGcHaSG5ZXDmn3ULJrthToF/iLJJSrdgpf72PO/Vu4bMTxCSNqNCEY6Xajp1oL8NSM8LpKN9JFU0wGeAebRsqcESVl02PHaETowQojKUpodFU/TuR4UipYeSbzgjrvlr0JuJ/XjvV4YWXMZGkmgoyWxSmHOkYTT5HAZOUaD40BBPJzK2I9LHERJt88nNrfD/mwcjkspTCMmlUK85Z5fLWBFSFGXJwBMdQBgfOoQY3UAcXCDAYwyM8WQ/Ws/Vivc5aV6yfmUOYg/X2DdXvmTY=</latexit>

(n = 2)

<latexit sha1_base64="rE83e3U+PMCoSQLOfExPS6Wuld8=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur1qWbwSLUTUmKoC6EghuXFUxbaEOZTCbt0MkkzEyEErrwC7rVL3Anbt36F36An+DeaStiWw9cOJxzL/fe4yecKW3bH9bK6tr6xmZuK7+9s7u3XzgoNlScSkJdEvNYtnysKGeCupppTluJpDjyOW36g+uJ37ynUrFY3OlhQr0I9wQLGcHaSG5ZXFVPu4WSXbGnQL/EWSSlWrFT/nofd+rdwmcniEkaUaEJx0q1HTvRXoalZoTTUb6TKppgMsA92jZU4IgqL5seO0InRglQGEtTQqOp+nciw5FSw8g3nRHWfbXoTcT/vHaqwwsvYyJJNRVktihMOdIxmnyOAiYp0XxoCCaSmVsR6WOJiTb55OfW+H7Mg5HJZSmFZdKoVpyzyuWtCagKM+TgCI6hDA6cQw1uoA4uEGAwhkd4sh6sZ+vFep21rlg/M4cwB+vtG9eHmTc=</latexit>

Quantum-clock interferometry
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<latexit sha1_base64="lSe3rkDzYPs+dngyqoYVLGti1SA=">AAADJXichVLditQwFE7r31r/ZvXSm+AgdmB2th1WXC+EBRW8XMHZXZjUkmTSTtj0hyRddgx9Bh/DJ/BWn8A7EbzyyvcwbQedmVU80PD1O+f7zuEkpBRc6SD47riXLl+5em3runfj5q3bd3rbd49UUUnKJrQQhTwhWDHBczbRXAt2UkqGMyLYMTl93uSPz5hUvMjf6EXJogynOU84xdpS8bbjG9S6TGVKIhOM9ofBMKghIjz1IZoxoTEq5/yt8ceD2tePYqTZuTa8HsCd9Xy4mW88BrW380+z/3htWnnPIEokpga9aErhy9qMIZoTLO28Q+h3NNK4iklj+OcXt9pOlTW1aXMsiXeteGVyq13tvdv1iHv9YBS0AX+DcBP0wTIO495PNCtolbFcU4GVmoZBqSODpeZUsNpDlWIlpqc4ZVMLc5wxFZn2Mmr40DIzmBTSfrmGLbuqMDhTapERW5lhPVebuYb8W25a6WQ/MjwvK81y2jVKKgF1AZv3AWdcMqrFwgJMJbezQjrHduvaviJvrQ0hhZjVdi8XtnARHI1H4d7o6eu9/sHj5Ya2wH3wAPggBE/AAXgFDsEEUOe989H55Hx2P7hf3K/ut67UdZaae2At3B+/ALMS+do=</latexit>
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Alternative interferometry scheme
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▪ Differential phase shift between the two shots directly sensitive to 
gravitational time dilation:

<latexit sha1_base64="+mRszKm4FLOIDbHauEAjL5NWVaw=">AAACm3icbVHbbtQwEHUCpSXlssBjhTSiQioCttkVl75UKi0PCPFQJLattFmisePsWnUusieIJcof8A98Fx/AD/DMA062pTdGsn3mzJkZa4aXWlkKw5+ef+360o3llZvB6q3bd+727t0/sEVlhByJQhfmiKOVWuVyRIq0PCqNxIxreciP99r44RdprCryTzQv5STDaa5SJZAcFfd+RInUhBCVMxW/gedw3t+FbQgc9bajsugZiM9DAPduLLiIsIo5nEo6F5/AJkQzjibYhrPkNmvaXifEt64MxRHJr1SnjZOeOqo5KxH31sN+2Bn8A4PLYH1n7ffu8ur3P/tx71eUFKLKZE5Co7XjQVjSpEZDSmjZBFFlZYniGKdy7GCOmbSTuhtkA48dk0BaGHdygo49n1FjZu08406ZIc3s5VhL/i82rijdmtQqLyuSuVg0SisNVEC7FUiUkYL03AEURrm/gpihQUFud8GFNpwXOmncXK5M4So4GPYHr/rDj25AW2xhK2yNPWIbbMBesx32ju2zERPekvfUe+G99B/6e/57/8NC6nsnOQ/YBfNHfwGFmsaT</latexit>

��A � ��B = ��mc2 (�⌧b ��⌧a)/~ = ��mg�z (tf � ti)/~
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Alternative interferometry scheme

▪ Differential phase shift between the two shots directly sensitive to 
gravitational time dilation:

<latexit sha1_base64="+mRszKm4FLOIDbHauEAjL5NWVaw=">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</latexit>

��A � ��B = ��mc2 (�⌧b ��⌧a)/~ = ��mg�z (tf � ti)/~
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Alternative interferometry scheme
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<latexit sha1_base64="/BwTjl7lKirhnmHZgny4PuIuaR0=">AAAEDniclVJLbxMxEHYbHmV5pXDkYpFGFKSudrdJmx6QgkCIY5HoQ4qjaNbrZK3Yu6u1QxtZ/gVc+CEcOHFDXDhw5oCE4MfgTVJEoUUwkq1P3/ibGc9MXAiudBB8XVquXbh46fLKFe/qtes3btZXb+2rfFJStkdzkZeHMSgmeMb2NNeCHRYlAxkLdhCPH1f+g5esVDzPXuhpwfoSRhkfcgraUYP6UwKiSGFANDvWhm2MLH6IybAEauQgtIY8YUIDlhaTmI/W3c00DCK8sUDhjL8/qDcCPwh3toIODvx2pxNtth0Iw+2t1jYO/WBmje6DR6++xEcfdwery29JktOJZJmmApTqhUGh+wZKzalg1iMTxQqgYxixnoMZSKb6ZvZhi5uOSfAwL93JNJ6xvyoMSKWmMnYvJehU/e6ryLN8vYkedvqGZ8VEs4zOEw0nAuscV93DCS8Z1WLqANCSu1oxTcF1S7see6fSxHEuEut5zbPNIxLGDNzAtNN6JGNHNJcSssQQ4eaXQAylNYZURdI055R5GBvialdp1/lmE6u+TxKuCgFTpaeCmcCP2taEfmQXYex5sgr8o0a5vxZz1Rz+l+5P9d9jWHu6HT/j2V6rb5oux5wypBRQuBu4YnF+bDYam6RKk3C3Vu1GGFizRmRXp42IyDErs0ZLThYNhfJetLVmrW169mQWuU7dKM4bmNvxk0XG54P9yA9b/s5zt+ybaG4r6A66i9ZRiLZRFz1Du2gPUfQGfUbf0Pfa69q72vvah/nT5aWF5jY6ZbVPPwD0nVJy</latexit>

▪ Test of UGR with a delocalized quantum superposition (dilaton model):

<latexit sha1_base64="jwi+aNgZmAXudiLv2GUujI1Eo1o=">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</latexit>

��A � ��B = ��mc2 (�⌧̄b ��⌧̄a)/~ = ��m
�
1 + ↵e-g

�
g�z (tf � ti)/~
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1S0

<latexit sha1_base64="WijGBrKSeqIAZxNGEgaFZ2vLQo8=">AAAB8XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2o0GwCrtB0HRBG8uI5gGbNcxOJsmQ2ZllZlYISz7DwkbF1h/wNyz9EwsLJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE8acaeO6n05maXlldS27ntvY3Nreye/u1bVMFKE1IrlUzRBrypmgNcMMp81YURyFnDbCweXYb9xTpZkUt2YY0yDCPcG6jGBjJT8d3XmodYhu2m47X3CL7gRokXgzUqhk3y/c76/tajv/0epIkkRUGMKx1n45NkGKlWGE01GulWgaYzLAPepbKnBEdZBOLh6hY6t0UFcqW8Kgifp7IsWR1sMotJ0RNn09743F/zw/Md3zIGUiTgwVZLqom3BkJBq/jzpMUWL40BJMFLO3ItLHChNjQ8rZDLz5jxdJvVT0TovlaxtGCabIwgEcwQl4cAYVuIIq1ICAhAd4gmdHO4/Oi/M6bc04s5l9+APn7QevfpNM</latexit>

1P1

<latexit sha1_base64="9593UaxURLDu05cKc/l6uIMr4Ag=">AAAB8XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzFqjFrajAbBKuwGQdMFbSwjmAds1jA7mSRDZmeWmVkhLPkMCxsVW3/A37D0TywsnDwKTTxw4XDOvdx7Txhzpo3rfjqZldW19Y3sZm5reye/W9jbb2iZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Gw6uJ37ynSjMpbs0opkGE+4L1GMHGSn46vvNQ+wjVOl6nUHRL7hRomXhzUqxm3y/d7698rVP4aHclSSIqDOFYa78SmyDFyjDC6TjXTjSNMRniPvUtFTiiOkinF4/RiVW6qCeVLWHQVP09keJI61EU2s4Im4Fe9Cbif56fmN5FkDIRJ4YKMlvUSzgyEk3eR12mKDF8ZAkmitlbERlghYmxIeVsBt7ix8ukUS55Z6XKjQ2jDDNk4RCO4RQ8OIcqXEMN6kBAwgM8wbOjnUfnxXmdtWac+cwB/IHz9gOscpNK</latexit>

3P1

<latexit sha1_base64="fg6/Bc/echpR5ix3mUpXxq09WsQ=">AAAB8XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2o0GwCrtR0HRBG8sI5gGbNcxOJsmQ2ZllZlYISz7DwkbF1h/wNyz9EwsLJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE8acaeO6n05maXlldS27ntvY3Nreye/u1bVMFKE1IrlUzRBrypmgNcMMp81YURyFnDbCwdXYb9xTpZkUt2YY0yDCPcG6jGBjJT8d3Z2i1iGqtr12vuAW3QnQIvFmpFDJvl+631/b1Xb+o9WRJImoMIRjrf1ybIIUK8MIp6NcK9E0xmSAe9S3VOCI6iCdXDxCx1bpoK5UtoRBE/X3RIojrYdRaDsjbPp63huL/3l+YroXQcpEnBgqyHRRN+HISDR+H3WYosTwoSWYKGZvRaSPFSbGhpSzGXjzHy+SeqnonRXLNzaMEkyRhQM4ghPw4BwqcA1VqAEBCQ/wBM+Odh6dF+d12ppxZjP78AfO2w+vhpNM</latexit>

3P2

<latexit sha1_base64="hWxsPzr7HBuRpWFxrYS5NtHQtVg=">AAAB8XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2o0GwCrtR0HRBG8sI5gGbNcxOJsmQ2ZllZlYISz7DwkbF1h/wNyz9EwsLJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE8acaeO6n05maXlldS27ntvY3Nreye/u1bVMFKE1IrlUzRBrypmgNcMMp81YURyFnDbCwdXYb9xTpZkUt2YY0yDCPcG6jGBjJT8d3Z2i1iGqtkvtfMEtuhOgReLNSKGSfb90v7+2q+38R6sjSRJRYQjHWvvl2AQpVoYRTke5VqJpjMkA96hvqcAR1UE6uXiEjq3SQV2pbAmDJurviRRHWg+j0HZG2PT1vDcW//P8xHQvgpSJODFUkOmibsKRkWj8PuowRYnhQ0swUczeikgfK0yMDSlnM/DmP14k9VLROyuWb2wYJZgiCwdwBCfgwTlU4BqqUAMCEh7gCZ4d7Tw6L87rtDXjzGb24Q+ctx+xCZNN</latexit>

3P0
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Suppression of vibration noise
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▪ Suppress vibration noise through the simultaneous operation of a Rb interferometer:
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Suppression of vibration noise
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▪ Suppress vibration noise through the simultaneous operation of a Rb interferometer:
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▪ Simple atom optics with mild requirements on laser power. 

▪ Suppression of vibration noise through simultaneous Rb interferometer. 

▪ Feasible implementation with VLBAI facility in Hannover.

Feasible experimental implementation

Measuring gravitational time dilation with delocalized
quantum superpositions
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Atomic clocks can measure the gravitational redshift predicted by general relativity with great accuracy
and for height differences as little as 1 cm. All existing experiments, however, involve the comparison of
two independent clocks at different locations rather than a single clock in a delocalized quantum
superposition. Here we present an interferometry scheme employing group-II-type atoms, such as Sr or Yb,
capable of measuring the gravitational time dilation in a coherent superposition of atomic wave packets at
two different heights. In contrast to other recent proposals, there is no need for pulses that can efficiently
diffract both internal states. Instead, the scheme relies on very simple atom optics for which high diffraction
efficiencies can be achieved with rather mild requirements on laser power. Furthermore, the effects of
vibration noise are subtracted by employing a simultaneous Rb interferometer that acts as an inertial
reference. Remarkably, the recently commissioned VLBAI facility in Hannover, a 10-m atomic fountain
that can simultaneously operate Yb and Rb atoms and enables up to 2.8 s of free evolution time, meets all
the requirements for a successful experimental implementation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.084001

I. INTRODUCTION

Light-pulse atom interferometers [1,2] can create
quantum superpositions of atomic wave packets with
spatial separations reaching the half-meter scale [3],
and have shown a great potential as inertial sensors
[4,5] for both practical applications and highly sensitive
measurements in fundamental physics [6]. The latter
include the accurate determination of fundamental con-
stants [7–10] as well as high-precision tests of QED
[8–10], the universality of free fall (UFF) [11–14], and
certain dark-energy models [15–17].
On the other hand, the remarkable accuracy achieved by

atomic clocks [18–20], which has been exploited in
searches of ultralight dark-matter candidates [21] and of
tiny violations of Lorentz invariance [22,23], enables
measurements of the gravitational redshift that have con-
firmed the agreement with Einstein’s predictions to one part
in 105 [24,25] and for height differences as small as 1 cm

[26,27]. So far these experiments have always relied on the
comparison of several independent clocks. Nevertheless, in
order to investigate general relativistic effects in a truly
quantum regime, it would be of great interest to measure
the effects of gravitational time dilation for a single clock in
a quantum superposition of wave packets peaked at differ-
ent heights.
Contrary to initial claims [28], commonly employed

atom interferometers cannot be exploited to measure the
gravitational redshift [29,30]. In fact, even quantum-clock
interferometry experiments [31,32] where atoms are pre-
pared in a superposition of two internal states and then sent
through a light-pulse atom interferometer are insensitive to
gravitational time-dilation effects in a uniform gravitational
field [33,34]. As shown in Ref. [33], on the other hand, this
lack of sensitivity can be overcome by initializing the
quantum clock when the spatially separated superposition
of atomic wave packets has already been generated.
However, that scheme (and related ones [35]) involves
laser pulses capable of efficiently diffracting both internal
states. And such pulses entail very demanding requirements
on laser power or rather complex setups for implementing
new diffraction techniques that have not been demonstrated
yet and will need years of further development. Moreover,
some of these interferometer configurations [35] are also
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Spacetime curvature and proper-time difference
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▪ Effect of spacetime curvature on a delocalized wave function. 

▪ Proper-time time difference between the two atom interferometer arms. 

▪ Gravitational analog of the scalar Aharonov-Bohm effect.
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By Albert Roura 

I
n Einstein’s theory of general relativ-
ity, gravity is a manifestation of space-
time curvature. As predicted by general 
relativity and confirmed by numerous 
measurements, clocks moving at dif-
ferent velocities or located in different 

regions of a gravitational field tick at dif-
ferent rates (1), a phenomenon known as 
relativistic time dilation. Under appropri-
ate conditions, time dilation can affect the 
oscillation phase of quantum waves and 
give rise to a measurable effect in interfer-
ence experiments. On page 226 of this is-
sue, Overstreet et al. (2) present an atom 
interferometry experiment in which this 
effect has been measured for gravitational 
time dilation. In addition to the impor-
tance of the results for fundamental phys-
ics, the methods used can lead to more 
accurate measurements of Newton’s gravi-
tational constant, which parametrizes  the 
strength of the gravitational interaction 
and is by far the least accurately known of 
all fundamental constants (3).

In quantum mechanics, microscopic par-
ticles can behave as waves, and each particle 
is characterized by a “wave packet.” Forces 
modify a wave packet’s propagation in the 
same way they would alter a particle’s tra-
jectory in classical mechanics. However, 
uniform changes to the potential energy 
can modify the oscillation phase of the wave 
packet without affecting its trajectory—a 
phenomenon with no classical counterpart. 
As early as the 1950s, Aharonov and Bohm 
(4) conceived an interferometry experiment 
with charged particles to observe this quan-
tum effect. Since then, several versions of 
the experiment involving electromagnetic 
fields have been realized (5, 6). By contrast, 
analogous measurements for the much 
weaker gravitational interaction had re-
mained elusive and have only been possible 
thanks to extremely sensitive atom interfer-
ometers with arm separations of up to half 
a meter (7).

Atom interferometers rely on the wave 
nature of quantum  particles and can serve 

as highly sensitive inertial sensors for both 
fundamental physics measurements and 
practical applications (8). In the atomic 
fountain setup used by Overstreet et al., 
the atoms are launched vertically at the 
bottom of a 10-m vacuum tube and follow 
a free-fall trajectory (see the figure). Short 
laser pulses are applied at different times 
and act as light gratings that split, redirect, 
and recombine the atomic wave packets. 
Each atom is thus in a quantum superpo-
sition simultaneously following two differ-
ent trajectories, sometimes referred to as 
the upper and the lower arm. Differences 
between the phase changes experienced by 
the wave packets as they evolve along the 
two arms can be read out from the interfer-
ence signal. 

There are two kinds of contributions to 
these phase changes. One corresponds to 
the propagation of the wave packets and is 
proportional to the proper time along each 
arm, which is the time that an ideal clock 
following the same trajectory would mea-
sure and includes relativistic time-dilation 

effects. The other contribution is connected 
to the laser pulses. Every time a wave 
packet is diffracted by a laser pulse, it gets 
a momentum kick, but it also experiences a 
phase change that depends on its position 
with respect to the light-grating wavefronts.

About a decade ago, researchers pro-
posed a hypothetical experiment for realiz-
ing a gravitational analog of the Aharonov-
Bohm experiment (9). In this proposal, 
atoms in the two arms spend a sufficiently 
long time at two specific points where the 
net gravitational force from a pair of mas-
sive spherical shells vanishes. Yet, the dif-
ferent value of the gravitational potential 
at these two points leads to a measurable 
phase difference. Within the framework 
of general relativity, this phase difference 
corresponds to the proper-time difference 
between the two interferometer arms due 
to gravitational time dilation. Such a hy-
pothetical experiment, however, has not 
been realized yet because any imperfection 
in the optical lattice needed for suspend-
ing the atoms in Earth’s gravity field would 
overwhelm the interference signal.

By comparison, standard atom interfer-
ometers such as the one used by Overstreet 
et al. are much less sensitive to imperfec-
tions of the laser fields, because each laser 
pulse is applied only for a short time and 
atoms are otherwise freely falling. The 
momentum kicks applied by vertical laser 
beams separate the two arms along the 
vertical direction. Therefore, the different 
gravitational time dilation experienced by 
atoms at different heights should lead to a 
proper-time difference between the upper 
and lower arm. Nevertheless, in a uniform 
gravitational field, this difference is exactly 
cancelled out by changes in kinetic energy 
caused by the gravitational acceleration, as 
can be understood by considering a freely 
falling reference frame (10). The interferom-
eter outcome is thus entirely a consequence 
of the phase changes associated with the 
laser pulses, whose net contribution is pro-
portional to the relative acceleration be-
tween the atoms and the light gratings.

By contrast, for sufficiently large arm 
separations, the effects of space-time cur-
vature, which is linked to gravity gradients, 
lead to non-negligible deviations from a 
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Interferometry experiment 
in an atomic fountain
The atoms are launched vertically at the bottom of 
a 10-m vacuum tube and follow a free-fall trajectory. 
Laser pulses were applied at three different times 
to split, redirect, and recombine the atomic wave 
packets. The gravitational influence of the ring mass 
on the upper interferometer arm can be detected in 
the interference signal.
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practical applications (8). In the atomic 
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the atoms are launched vertically at the 
bottom of a 10-m vacuum tube and follow 
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laser pulses are applied at different times 
and act as light gratings that split, redirect, 
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ent trajectories, sometimes referred to as 
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between the phase changes experienced by 
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ferent value of the gravitational potential 
at these two points leads to a measurable 
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corresponds to the proper-time difference 
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pothetical experiment, however, has not 
been realized yet because any imperfection 
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By comparison, standard atom interfer-
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proper-time difference between the upper 
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gravitational field, this difference is exactly 
cancelled out by changes in kinetic energy 
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can be understood by considering a freely 
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eter outcome is thus entirely a consequence 
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laser pulses, whose net contribution is pro-
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bottom of a 10-m vacuum tube and follow 
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to the laser pulses. Every time a wave 
packet is diffracted by a laser pulse, it gets 
a momentum kick, but it also experiences a 
phase change that depends on its position 
with respect to the light-grating wavefronts.

About a decade ago, researchers pro-
posed a hypothetical experiment for realiz-
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Bohm experiment (9). In this proposal, 
atoms in the two arms spend a sufficiently 
long time at two specific points where the 
net gravitational force from a pair of mas-
sive spherical shells vanishes. Yet, the dif-
ferent value of the gravitational potential 
at these two points leads to a measurable 
phase difference. Within the framework 
of general relativity, this phase difference 
corresponds to the proper-time difference 
between the two interferometer arms due 
to gravitational time dilation. Such a hy-
pothetical experiment, however, has not 
been realized yet because any imperfection 
in the optical lattice needed for suspend-
ing the atoms in Earth’s gravity field would 
overwhelm the interference signal.

By comparison, standard atom interfer-
ometers such as the one used by Overstreet 
et al. are much less sensitive to imperfec-
tions of the laser fields, because each laser 
pulse is applied only for a short time and 
atoms are otherwise freely falling. The 
momentum kicks applied by vertical laser 
beams separate the two arms along the 
vertical direction. Therefore, the different 
gravitational time dilation experienced by 
atoms at different heights should lead to a 
proper-time difference between the upper 
and lower arm. Nevertheless, in a uniform 
gravitational field, this difference is exactly 
cancelled out by changes in kinetic energy 
caused by the gravitational acceleration, as 
can be understood by considering a freely 
falling reference frame (10). The interferom-
eter outcome is thus entirely a consequence 
of the phase changes associated with the 
laser pulses, whose net contribution is pro-
portional to the relative acceleration be-
tween the atoms and the light gratings.

By contrast, for sufficiently large arm 
separations, the effects of space-time cur-
vature, which is linked to gravity gradients, 
lead to non-negligible deviations from a 
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bottom of a 10-m vacuum tube and follow 
a free-fall trajectory (see the figure). Short 
laser pulses are applied at different times 
and act as light gratings that split, redirect, 
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sition simultaneously following two differ-
ent trajectories, sometimes referred to as 
the upper and the lower arm. Differences 
between the phase changes experienced by 
the wave packets as they evolve along the 
two arms can be read out from the interfer-
ence signal. 

There are two kinds of contributions to 
these phase changes. One corresponds to 
the propagation of the wave packets and is 
proportional to the proper time along each 
arm, which is the time that an ideal clock 
following the same trajectory would mea-
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effects. The other contribution is connected 
to the laser pulses. Every time a wave 
packet is diffracted by a laser pulse, it gets 
a momentum kick, but it also experiences a 
phase change that depends on its position 
with respect to the light-grating wavefronts.

About a decade ago, researchers pro-
posed a hypothetical experiment for realiz-
ing a gravitational analog of the Aharonov-
Bohm experiment (9). In this proposal, 
atoms in the two arms spend a sufficiently 
long time at two specific points where the 
net gravitational force from a pair of mas-
sive spherical shells vanishes. Yet, the dif-
ferent value of the gravitational potential 
at these two points leads to a measurable 
phase difference. Within the framework 
of general relativity, this phase difference 
corresponds to the proper-time difference 
between the two interferometer arms due 
to gravitational time dilation. Such a hy-
pothetical experiment, however, has not 
been realized yet because any imperfection 
in the optical lattice needed for suspend-
ing the atoms in Earth’s gravity field would 
overwhelm the interference signal.

By comparison, standard atom interfer-
ometers such as the one used by Overstreet 
et al. are much less sensitive to imperfec-
tions of the laser fields, because each laser 
pulse is applied only for a short time and 
atoms are otherwise freely falling. The 
momentum kicks applied by vertical laser 
beams separate the two arms along the 
vertical direction. Therefore, the different 
gravitational time dilation experienced by 
atoms at different heights should lead to a 
proper-time difference between the upper 
and lower arm. Nevertheless, in a uniform 
gravitational field, this difference is exactly 
cancelled out by changes in kinetic energy 
caused by the gravitational acceleration, as 
can be understood by considering a freely 
falling reference frame (10). The interferom-
eter outcome is thus entirely a consequence 
of the phase changes associated with the 
laser pulses, whose net contribution is pro-
portional to the relative acceleration be-
tween the atoms and the light gratings.

By contrast, for sufficiently large arm 
separations, the effects of space-time cur-
vature, which is linked to gravity gradients, 
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Observation of a gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect
Chris Overstreet1†, Peter Asenbaum1,2†, Joseph Curti1, Minjeong Kim1, Mark A. Kasevich1*

Gravity curves space and time. This can lead to proper time differences between freely falling, nonlocal
trajectories. A spatial superposition of a massive particle is predicted to be sensitive to this effect. We
measure the gravitational phase shift induced in a matter-wave interferometer by a kilogram-scale
source mass close to one of the wave packets. Deflections of each interferometer arm due to the source
mass are independently measured. The phase shift deviates from the deflection-induced phase
contribution, as predicted by quantum mechanics. In addition, the observed scaling of the phase shift is
consistent with Heisenberg’s error-disturbance relation. These results show that gravity creates
Aharonov-Bohm phase shifts analogous to those produced by electromagnetic interactions.

I
n classical physics, the state of a particle
is given by its position and momentum.
Because the trajectory of a classical par-
ticle is determined by its interactions with
local fields, the deflection of a particle can

be used to observe a field. However, a classical
particle cannot measure the action along its
trajectory.
The situation is different in quantum me-

chanics. As Aharonov and Bohm argued in
1959, a particle in a spatial superposition is
sensitive to the potential energy difference
between its wave packets even if the field
vanishes along their trajectories (1). A matter-
wave interferometer can therefore measure
a phase shift due to the potential even if the
interferometer arms are not deflected. This
phase shift fAB is given by the action dif-
ference DS between arms according to the
expression fAB ¼ DS=ħ (1). The Aharonov-
Bohm effect can be described in terms of a
quantum particle interacting with a classical
electromagnetic potential (1) or in terms of a
quantum particle interacting locally with a
quantized electromagnetic field and source (2).
The Aharonov-Bohm effect induced by a

magnetic field was first observed in 1960 (3).
Since then, experiments have identified related
effects in a variety of systems (4, 5). The suc-
cessful observation of Aharonov-Bohm phase
shifts in the electromagnetic domain raises a
question: Can analogous phase shifts be caused
by gravity as well? Quantum mechanics pre-
dicts that gravity can create an action differ-
ence between interferometer arms, giving rise
to a “gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect” (6).
In general relativity, this phenomenon is de-
scribed by the gravitationally induced proper
time difference between the geodesics corre-
sponding to the interferometer arm trajec-
tories. This effect has not previously been

observed. Its experimental detection in an
atom interferometer was proposed in (7).
Prior experiments (8) were not sensitive to

the gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect because
DS ≈ 0when thewave packet separation is small
compared to the length scale of the gravitational
potential (9, 10). The interferometer phase in
this regime is proportional to the deflection
of the atomic wave packet with respect to its
beam splitters (11, 12) and is independent of
the particle massm. However, when the wave
packet separation is large, DS becomes non-
zero. Qualitatively, an interferometer enters
this nonlocal regime when the wave packet
separation becomes larger than the distance
between the source mass and an interferom-
eter arm.
We use a light-pulse 87Rb atom interferom-

eter (12) with large–momentum-transfer beam
splitters (52ħk, where k is the laser wave
number) and large wave packet separation
(25 cm) tomeasure the phase shift induced by
a tungsten sourcemass. At its closest approach,
one interferometer arm passes within 7.5 cm

of the source mass, which alters its proper
time (Fig. 1A). The source mass also deflects
the interferometer arms. To quantify the in-
fluence of deflections on the phase shift, we
measure the deflections with a pair of 4ħk
interferometers (2-cmwave packet separation).
The phase shift of the 52ħk interferometer
deviates strongly from the deflection-induced
phase contribution. We show that fAB ≠ 0,
demonstrating the gravitational Aharonov-
Bohm effect in this system.
In the experiment (13, 14), a cloud of 87Rb

is evaporatively cooled to ∼1 mK in a magnetic
trap, magnetically lensed to a velocity width
of 2mm/s, and launched into a 10-m vacuum
chamber at 13 m/s by an optical lattice. The
lattice depth is decreased for a short interval
during the launch to release half of the atoms
at a lower velocity [see materials andmethods
for details (15)]. After the launch, the two
clouds are decelerated to a relative momen-
tum of 2ħk by sequential Bragg transitions
and are used as the inputs of a single-source
gradiometer (16) with baseline 24 cm (Fig. 1B).
The matter-wave beam splitters and mirrors
consist of laser pulses that transfer momen-
tum to the atoms via Bragg transitions. The
midpoint trajectory of each 4ħk interferom-
eter is matched to the trajectory of one arm
of the 52ħk interferometer. The 52ħk, upper
4ħk , and lower 4ħk gradiometers are im-
plemented in separate shots. The upper inter-
ferometer in each gradiometer is sensitive to
the source mass, whereas the lower interfer-
ometer mainly acts as a phase reference. This
reference is necessary to remove contributions
to the phase shift arising from fluctuations
in the phase of the optical field. The time
between the initial beam splitter pulse and
the mirror pulse (interferometer time T) is

RESEARCH
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
(A) Interferometer arms, tungsten
source mass, and laser beam
splitter. One arm of a light-pulse
atom interferometer approaches
the source mass, while the other
arm remains far away. (B) Space-
time diagram of gradiometer
geometries in a freely falling
reference frame. The red, blue,
and black dotted lines represent
the trajectories of the 52ħk, upper
4ħk, and lower 4ħk gradiometers,
respectively, while the solid black
line represents the trajectory
of the source mass. Interferometer
pulses (gray dashed lines) occur
at times t ¼ 0, t ¼ T, and t ¼ 2T.
(C) Fluorescence images of
interferometer output ports, 4ħk
(left) and 52ħk (right).
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Observation of a gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect
Chris Overstreet1†, Peter Asenbaum1,2†, Joseph Curti1, Minjeong Kim1, Mark A. Kasevich1*

Gravity curves space and time. This can lead to proper time differences between freely falling, nonlocal
trajectories. A spatial superposition of a massive particle is predicted to be sensitive to this effect. We
measure the gravitational phase shift induced in a matter-wave interferometer by a kilogram-scale
source mass close to one of the wave packets. Deflections of each interferometer arm due to the source
mass are independently measured. The phase shift deviates from the deflection-induced phase
contribution, as predicted by quantum mechanics. In addition, the observed scaling of the phase shift is
consistent with Heisenberg’s error-disturbance relation. These results show that gravity creates
Aharonov-Bohm phase shifts analogous to those produced by electromagnetic interactions.

I
n classical physics, the state of a particle
is given by its position and momentum.
Because the trajectory of a classical par-
ticle is determined by its interactions with
local fields, the deflection of a particle can

be used to observe a field. However, a classical
particle cannot measure the action along its
trajectory.
The situation is different in quantum me-

chanics. As Aharonov and Bohm argued in
1959, a particle in a spatial superposition is
sensitive to the potential energy difference
between its wave packets even if the field
vanishes along their trajectories (1). A matter-
wave interferometer can therefore measure
a phase shift due to the potential even if the
interferometer arms are not deflected. This
phase shift fAB is given by the action dif-
ference DS between arms according to the
expression fAB ¼ DS=ħ (1). The Aharonov-
Bohm effect can be described in terms of a
quantum particle interacting with a classical
electromagnetic potential (1) or in terms of a
quantum particle interacting locally with a
quantized electromagnetic field and source (2).
The Aharonov-Bohm effect induced by a

magnetic field was first observed in 1960 (3).
Since then, experiments have identified related
effects in a variety of systems (4, 5). The suc-
cessful observation of Aharonov-Bohm phase
shifts in the electromagnetic domain raises a
question: Can analogous phase shifts be caused
by gravity as well? Quantum mechanics pre-
dicts that gravity can create an action differ-
ence between interferometer arms, giving rise
to a “gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect” (6).
In general relativity, this phenomenon is de-
scribed by the gravitationally induced proper
time difference between the geodesics corre-
sponding to the interferometer arm trajec-
tories. This effect has not previously been

observed. Its experimental detection in an
atom interferometer was proposed in (7).
Prior experiments (8) were not sensitive to

the gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect because
DS ≈ 0when thewave packet separation is small
compared to the length scale of the gravitational
potential (9, 10). The interferometer phase in
this regime is proportional to the deflection
of the atomic wave packet with respect to its
beam splitters (11, 12) and is independent of
the particle massm. However, when the wave
packet separation is large, DS becomes non-
zero. Qualitatively, an interferometer enters
this nonlocal regime when the wave packet
separation becomes larger than the distance
between the source mass and an interferom-
eter arm.
We use a light-pulse 87Rb atom interferom-

eter (12) with large–momentum-transfer beam
splitters (52ħk, where k is the laser wave
number) and large wave packet separation
(25 cm) tomeasure the phase shift induced by
a tungsten sourcemass. At its closest approach,
one interferometer arm passes within 7.5 cm

of the source mass, which alters its proper
time (Fig. 1A). The source mass also deflects
the interferometer arms. To quantify the in-
fluence of deflections on the phase shift, we
measure the deflections with a pair of 4ħk
interferometers (2-cmwave packet separation).
The phase shift of the 52ħk interferometer
deviates strongly from the deflection-induced
phase contribution. We show that fAB ≠ 0,
demonstrating the gravitational Aharonov-
Bohm effect in this system.
In the experiment (13, 14), a cloud of 87Rb

is evaporatively cooled to ∼1 mK in a magnetic
trap, magnetically lensed to a velocity width
of 2mm/s, and launched into a 10-m vacuum
chamber at 13 m/s by an optical lattice. The
lattice depth is decreased for a short interval
during the launch to release half of the atoms
at a lower velocity [see materials andmethods
for details (15)]. After the launch, the two
clouds are decelerated to a relative momen-
tum of 2ħk by sequential Bragg transitions
and are used as the inputs of a single-source
gradiometer (16) with baseline 24 cm (Fig. 1B).
The matter-wave beam splitters and mirrors
consist of laser pulses that transfer momen-
tum to the atoms via Bragg transitions. The
midpoint trajectory of each 4ħk interferom-
eter is matched to the trajectory of one arm
of the 52ħk interferometer. The 52ħk, upper
4ħk , and lower 4ħk gradiometers are im-
plemented in separate shots. The upper inter-
ferometer in each gradiometer is sensitive to
the source mass, whereas the lower interfer-
ometer mainly acts as a phase reference. This
reference is necessary to remove contributions
to the phase shift arising from fluctuations
in the phase of the optical field. The time
between the initial beam splitter pulse and
the mirror pulse (interferometer time T) is
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
(A) Interferometer arms, tungsten
source mass, and laser beam
splitter. One arm of a light-pulse
atom interferometer approaches
the source mass, while the other
arm remains far away. (B) Space-
time diagram of gradiometer
geometries in a freely falling
reference frame. The red, blue,
and black dotted lines represent
the trajectories of the 52ħk, upper
4ħk, and lower 4ħk gradiometers,
respectively, while the solid black
line represents the trajectory
of the source mass. Interferometer
pulses (gray dashed lines) occur
at times t ¼ 0, t ¼ T, and t ¼ 2T.
(C) Fluorescence images of
interferometer output ports, 4ħk
(left) and 52ħk (right).
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Gravity curves space and time. This can lead to proper time differences between freely falling, nonlocal
trajectories. A spatial superposition of a massive particle is predicted to be sensitive to this effect. We
measure the gravitational phase shift induced in a matter-wave interferometer by a kilogram-scale
source mass close to one of the wave packets. Deflections of each interferometer arm due to the source
mass are independently measured. The phase shift deviates from the deflection-induced phase
contribution, as predicted by quantum mechanics. In addition, the observed scaling of the phase shift is
consistent with Heisenberg’s error-disturbance relation. These results show that gravity creates
Aharonov-Bohm phase shifts analogous to those produced by electromagnetic interactions.

I
n classical physics, the state of a particle
is given by its position and momentum.
Because the trajectory of a classical par-
ticle is determined by its interactions with
local fields, the deflection of a particle can

be used to observe a field. However, a classical
particle cannot measure the action along its
trajectory.
The situation is different in quantum me-

chanics. As Aharonov and Bohm argued in
1959, a particle in a spatial superposition is
sensitive to the potential energy difference
between its wave packets even if the field
vanishes along their trajectories (1). A matter-
wave interferometer can therefore measure
a phase shift due to the potential even if the
interferometer arms are not deflected. This
phase shift fAB is given by the action dif-
ference DS between arms according to the
expression fAB ¼ DS=ħ (1). The Aharonov-
Bohm effect can be described in terms of a
quantum particle interacting with a classical
electromagnetic potential (1) or in terms of a
quantum particle interacting locally with a
quantized electromagnetic field and source (2).
The Aharonov-Bohm effect induced by a

magnetic field was first observed in 1960 (3).
Since then, experiments have identified related
effects in a variety of systems (4, 5). The suc-
cessful observation of Aharonov-Bohm phase
shifts in the electromagnetic domain raises a
question: Can analogous phase shifts be caused
by gravity as well? Quantum mechanics pre-
dicts that gravity can create an action differ-
ence between interferometer arms, giving rise
to a “gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect” (6).
In general relativity, this phenomenon is de-
scribed by the gravitationally induced proper
time difference between the geodesics corre-
sponding to the interferometer arm trajec-
tories. This effect has not previously been

observed. Its experimental detection in an
atom interferometer was proposed in (7).
Prior experiments (8) were not sensitive to

the gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect because
DS ≈ 0when thewave packet separation is small
compared to the length scale of the gravitational
potential (9, 10). The interferometer phase in
this regime is proportional to the deflection
of the atomic wave packet with respect to its
beam splitters (11, 12) and is independent of
the particle massm. However, when the wave
packet separation is large, DS becomes non-
zero. Qualitatively, an interferometer enters
this nonlocal regime when the wave packet
separation becomes larger than the distance
between the source mass and an interferom-
eter arm.
We use a light-pulse 87Rb atom interferom-

eter (12) with large–momentum-transfer beam
splitters (52ħk, where k is the laser wave
number) and large wave packet separation
(25 cm) tomeasure the phase shift induced by
a tungsten sourcemass. At its closest approach,
one interferometer arm passes within 7.5 cm

of the source mass, which alters its proper
time (Fig. 1A). The source mass also deflects
the interferometer arms. To quantify the in-
fluence of deflections on the phase shift, we
measure the deflections with a pair of 4ħk
interferometers (2-cmwave packet separation).
The phase shift of the 52ħk interferometer
deviates strongly from the deflection-induced
phase contribution. We show that fAB ≠ 0,
demonstrating the gravitational Aharonov-
Bohm effect in this system.
In the experiment (13, 14), a cloud of 87Rb

is evaporatively cooled to ∼1 mK in a magnetic
trap, magnetically lensed to a velocity width
of 2mm/s, and launched into a 10-m vacuum
chamber at 13 m/s by an optical lattice. The
lattice depth is decreased for a short interval
during the launch to release half of the atoms
at a lower velocity [see materials andmethods
for details (15)]. After the launch, the two
clouds are decelerated to a relative momen-
tum of 2ħk by sequential Bragg transitions
and are used as the inputs of a single-source
gradiometer (16) with baseline 24 cm (Fig. 1B).
The matter-wave beam splitters and mirrors
consist of laser pulses that transfer momen-
tum to the atoms via Bragg transitions. The
midpoint trajectory of each 4ħk interferom-
eter is matched to the trajectory of one arm
of the 52ħk interferometer. The 52ħk, upper
4ħk , and lower 4ħk gradiometers are im-
plemented in separate shots. The upper inter-
ferometer in each gradiometer is sensitive to
the source mass, whereas the lower interfer-
ometer mainly acts as a phase reference. This
reference is necessary to remove contributions
to the phase shift arising from fluctuations
in the phase of the optical field. The time
between the initial beam splitter pulse and
the mirror pulse (interferometer time T) is
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
(A) Interferometer arms, tungsten
source mass, and laser beam
splitter. One arm of a light-pulse
atom interferometer approaches
the source mass, while the other
arm remains far away. (B) Space-
time diagram of gradiometer
geometries in a freely falling
reference frame. The red, blue,
and black dotted lines represent
the trajectories of the 52ħk, upper
4ħk, and lower 4ħk gradiometers,
respectively, while the solid black
line represents the trajectory
of the source mass. Interferometer
pulses (gray dashed lines) occur
at times t ¼ 0, t ¼ T, and t ¼ 2T.
(C) Fluorescence images of
interferometer output ports, 4ħk
(left) and 52ħk (right).
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By Albert Roura 

I
n Einstein’s theory of general relativ-
ity, gravity is a manifestation of space-
time curvature. As predicted by general 
relativity and confirmed by numerous 
measurements, clocks moving at dif-
ferent velocities or located in different 

regions of a gravitational field tick at dif-
ferent rates (1), a phenomenon known as 
relativistic time dilation. Under appropri-
ate conditions, time dilation can affect the 
oscillation phase of quantum waves and 
give rise to a measurable effect in interfer-
ence experiments. On page 226 of this is-
sue, Overstreet et al. (2) present an atom 
interferometry experiment in which this 
effect has been measured for gravitational 
time dilation. In addition to the impor-
tance of the results for fundamental phys-
ics, the methods used can lead to more 
accurate measurements of Newton’s gravi-
tational constant, which parametrizes  the 
strength of the gravitational interaction 
and is by far the least accurately known of 
all fundamental constants (3).

In quantum mechanics, microscopic par-
ticles can behave as waves, and each particle 
is characterized by a “wave packet.” Forces 
modify a wave packet’s propagation in the 
same way they would alter a particle’s tra-
jectory in classical mechanics. However, 
uniform changes to the potential energy 
can modify the oscillation phase of the wave 
packet without affecting its trajectory—a 
phenomenon with no classical counterpart. 
As early as the 1950s, Aharonov and Bohm 
(4) conceived an interferometry experiment 
with charged particles to observe this quan-
tum effect. Since then, several versions of 
the experiment involving electromagnetic 
fields have been realized (5, 6). By contrast, 
analogous measurements for the much 
weaker gravitational interaction had re-
mained elusive and have only been possible 
thanks to extremely sensitive atom interfer-
ometers with arm separations of up to half 
a meter (7).

Atom interferometers rely on the wave 
nature of quantum  particles and can serve 

as highly sensitive inertial sensors for both 
fundamental physics measurements and 
practical applications (8). In the atomic 
fountain setup used by Overstreet et al., 
the atoms are launched vertically at the 
bottom of a 10-m vacuum tube and follow 
a free-fall trajectory (see the figure). Short 
laser pulses are applied at different times 
and act as light gratings that split, redirect, 
and recombine the atomic wave packets. 
Each atom is thus in a quantum superpo-
sition simultaneously following two differ-
ent trajectories, sometimes referred to as 
the upper and the lower arm. Differences 
between the phase changes experienced by 
the wave packets as they evolve along the 
two arms can be read out from the interfer-
ence signal. 

There are two kinds of contributions to 
these phase changes. One corresponds to 
the propagation of the wave packets and is 
proportional to the proper time along each 
arm, which is the time that an ideal clock 
following the same trajectory would mea-
sure and includes relativistic time-dilation 

effects. The other contribution is connected 
to the laser pulses. Every time a wave 
packet is diffracted by a laser pulse, it gets 
a momentum kick, but it also experiences a 
phase change that depends on its position 
with respect to the light-grating wavefronts.

About a decade ago, researchers pro-
posed a hypothetical experiment for realiz-
ing a gravitational analog of the Aharonov-
Bohm experiment (9). In this proposal, 
atoms in the two arms spend a sufficiently 
long time at two specific points where the 
net gravitational force from a pair of mas-
sive spherical shells vanishes. Yet, the dif-
ferent value of the gravitational potential 
at these two points leads to a measurable 
phase difference. Within the framework 
of general relativity, this phase difference 
corresponds to the proper-time difference 
between the two interferometer arms due 
to gravitational time dilation. Such a hy-
pothetical experiment, however, has not 
been realized yet because any imperfection 
in the optical lattice needed for suspend-
ing the atoms in Earth’s gravity field would 
overwhelm the interference signal.

By comparison, standard atom interfer-
ometers such as the one used by Overstreet 
et al. are much less sensitive to imperfec-
tions of the laser fields, because each laser 
pulse is applied only for a short time and 
atoms are otherwise freely falling. The 
momentum kicks applied by vertical laser 
beams separate the two arms along the 
vertical direction. Therefore, the different 
gravitational time dilation experienced by 
atoms at different heights should lead to a 
proper-time difference between the upper 
and lower arm. Nevertheless, in a uniform 
gravitational field, this difference is exactly 
cancelled out by changes in kinetic energy 
caused by the gravitational acceleration, as 
can be understood by considering a freely 
falling reference frame (10). The interferom-
eter outcome is thus entirely a consequence 
of the phase changes associated with the 
laser pulses, whose net contribution is pro-
portional to the relative acceleration be-
tween the atoms and the light gratings.

By contrast, for sufficiently large arm 
separations, the effects of space-time cur-
vature, which is linked to gravity gradients, 
lead to non-negligible deviations from a 

An atom interferometer measures the quantum phase due to gravitational time dilation 
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Interferometry experiment 
in an atomic fountain
The atoms are launched vertically at the bottom of 
a 10-m vacuum tube and follow a free-fall trajectory. 
Laser pulses were applied at three different times 
to split, redirect, and recombine the atomic wave 
packets. The gravitational influence of the ring mass 
on the upper interferometer arm can be detected in 
the interference signal.
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Conclusions
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▪ Measurement of relativistic effects in macroscopically delocalized 
quantum superpositions with quantum-clock interferometry. 

▪ Important challenges in quantum-clock interferometry and its application 
to gravitational-redshift measurement. 

▪ Promising doubly differential scheme that overcomes them. 

▪ Feasible implementation in facilities soon to become operational.
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▪ If one considers a consistent framework for parameterizing violations of 
Einstein’s equivalence principle,     (e.g. dilaton models) 

▪ both for comparison of independent clocks and for the above quantum-clock 
interferometry scheme one obtains 

▪  test of universality of gravitational redshift 
                                  with delocalized quantum superpositions
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Interference of clocks: A quantum twin paradox
Sina Loriani1*, Alexander Friedrich2*†, Christian Ufrecht2, Fabio Di Pumpo2, Stephan Kleinert2,
Sven Abend1, Naceur Gaaloul1, Christian Meiners1, Christian Schubert1, Dorothee Tell1,
Étienne Wodey1, Magdalena Zych3, Wolfgang Ertmer1, Albert Roura2, Dennis Schlippert1,
Wolfgang P. Schleich2,4,5, Ernst M. Rasel1, Enno Giese2

The phase of matter waves depends on proper time and is therefore susceptible to special-relativistic (kinematic)
and gravitational (redshift) time dilation. Hence, it is conceivable that atom interferometers measure general-
relativistic time-dilation effects. In contrast to this intuition, we show that (i) closed light-pulse interferometers
without clock transitions during the pulse sequence are not sensitive to gravitational time dilation in a linear
potential. (ii) They can constitute a quantum version of the special-relativistic twin paradox. (iii) Our proposed
experimental geometry for a quantum-clock interferometer isolates this effect.

INTRODUCTION
Proper time is operationally defined (1) as the quantity measured by
an ideal clock (2) moving through spacetime. As the passage of time
itself is relative, the comparison of two clocks that traveled along dif-
ferent world lines gives rise to the twin paradox (3).Whereas this key
feature of relativity relies on clocks localized on world lines, today’s
clocks are based on atoms that can be in a superposition of different
trajectories. This nature of quantum objects is exploited by matter-
wave interferometers, which create superpositions atmacroscopic spa-
tial separations (4). One can therefore envision a single quantum clock
such as a two-level atom in a superposition of two different world lines,
suggesting a twin paradox, in principle susceptible to any form of time
dilation (5–7). We demonstrate which atom interferometers imple-
ment a quantum twin paradox, how quantum clocks interfere, and
their sensitivity to different types of time dilation.

The astonishing consequences of time dilation can be illustrated by
the story of two twins (3), depicted in Fig. 1A: Initially at the same po-
sition, one of them decides to go on a journey through space and leaves
his brother behind. Because of their relative motion, he experiences
time dilation and, upon meeting his twin again after the voyage, has
aged slower than his brother who remained at the same position. Al-
though this difference in age is notable by itself, the twin who traveled
could argue that, fromhis perspective, his brother hasmoved away and
returned, making the same argument. This twin paradox can be re-
solved in the context of relativity, where it becomes apparent that not
both twins are in an inertial system for the whole duration. In the pres-
ence of gravity, two twins that separate and reunite experience addi-
tional time dilation depending on the gravitational potential during
their travel. The experimental verifications of the effect that leads to
the difference in age, namely, special-relativistic and gravitational time
dilation, were milestones in the development of modern physics and
have, for instance, been performed by the comparison of two atomic

clocks (8–10). Atomic clocks, as used in these experiments, are based
on microwave and optical transitions between electronic states and
define the state of the art in time keeping (11).

In analogy to optical interferometry, atom interferometers mea-
sure the relative phase of a matter wave accumulated during the prop-
agation by interfering different modes. Although it is possible to
generate these interferometers through different techniques, we focus
here on light-pulse atom interferometers like the one of Kasevich and
Chu (12) with two distinct spatially separated branches, where the
matter waves are manipulated through absorption and emission of
photons that induce a recoil to the atom. Conventionally, these inter-
ferometers consist of a series of light pulses that coherently drive
atoms into a superposition of motional states, leading to the spatial
separation. The branches are then redirected and finally recombined
such that the probability to find atoms in a specific momentum state
displays an interference pattern and depends on the phase difference
Dφ accumulated between the branches that is susceptible to inertial
forces. Hence, light-pulse atom interferometers do not only provide
high-precision inertial sensors (13, 14) with applications in tests of
the foundations of physics (15–21) but also constitute a powerful tech-
nique to manipulate atoms and generate spatial superpositions.

Atom interferometry, in conjunction with atomic clocks, has led to
the idea of using time dilation between two branches of an atom in-
terferometer as a which-way marker to measure effects like the grav-
itational redshift through the visibility of the interference signal (5, 6).
However, no specific geometry for an atom interferometer was pro-
posed and no physical process for themanipulation of thematter waves
was discussed. The geometry as well as the protocols used for coherent
manipulation crucially determine whether and how the interferom-
eter phase depends on proper time (22). Therefore, the question of
whether the effects connected to time dilation can be observed in
light-pulse atom interferometers is still missing a conclusive answer.

In this work, we study a quantumversion of the twin paradox, where
a single twin is in a superposition of two different world lines, aging
simultaneously at different rates, illustrated in Fig. 1B. We show that
light-pulse atom interferometers can implement the scenario where
time dilation is due to special-relativistic effects but are insensitive to
gravitational time dilation. To this end, we establish a relation between
special-relativistic time dilation and kinematic asymmetry of closed
atom interferometers, taking the form of recoil measurements
(15, 21, 23, 24). For these geometries, a single atomic clock in a super-
position of two different trajectories undergoes special-relativistic time
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potential. (ii) They can constitute a quantum version of the special-relativistic twin paradox. (iii) Our proposed
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INTRODUCTION
Proper time is operationally defined (1) as the quantity measured by
an ideal clock (2) moving through spacetime. As the passage of time
itself is relative, the comparison of two clocks that traveled along dif-
ferent world lines gives rise to the twin paradox (3).Whereas this key
feature of relativity relies on clocks localized on world lines, today’s
clocks are based on atoms that can be in a superposition of different
trajectories. This nature of quantum objects is exploited by matter-
wave interferometers, which create superpositions atmacroscopic spa-
tial separations (4). One can therefore envision a single quantum clock
such as a two-level atom in a superposition of two different world lines,
suggesting a twin paradox, in principle susceptible to any form of time
dilation (5–7). We demonstrate which atom interferometers imple-
ment a quantum twin paradox, how quantum clocks interfere, and
their sensitivity to different types of time dilation.

The astonishing consequences of time dilation can be illustrated by
the story of two twins (3), depicted in Fig. 1A: Initially at the same po-
sition, one of them decides to go on a journey through space and leaves
his brother behind. Because of their relative motion, he experiences
time dilation and, upon meeting his twin again after the voyage, has
aged slower than his brother who remained at the same position. Al-
though this difference in age is notable by itself, the twin who traveled
could argue that, fromhis perspective, his brother hasmoved away and
returned, making the same argument. This twin paradox can be re-
solved in the context of relativity, where it becomes apparent that not
both twins are in an inertial system for the whole duration. In the pres-
ence of gravity, two twins that separate and reunite experience addi-
tional time dilation depending on the gravitational potential during
their travel. The experimental verifications of the effect that leads to
the difference in age, namely, special-relativistic and gravitational time
dilation, were milestones in the development of modern physics and
have, for instance, been performed by the comparison of two atomic

clocks (8–10). Atomic clocks, as used in these experiments, are based
on microwave and optical transitions between electronic states and
define the state of the art in time keeping (11).

In analogy to optical interferometry, atom interferometers mea-
sure the relative phase of a matter wave accumulated during the prop-
agation by interfering different modes. Although it is possible to
generate these interferometers through different techniques, we focus
here on light-pulse atom interferometers like the one of Kasevich and
Chu (12) with two distinct spatially separated branches, where the
matter waves are manipulated through absorption and emission of
photons that induce a recoil to the atom. Conventionally, these inter-
ferometers consist of a series of light pulses that coherently drive
atoms into a superposition of motional states, leading to the spatial
separation. The branches are then redirected and finally recombined
such that the probability to find atoms in a specific momentum state
displays an interference pattern and depends on the phase difference
Dφ accumulated between the branches that is susceptible to inertial
forces. Hence, light-pulse atom interferometers do not only provide
high-precision inertial sensors (13, 14) with applications in tests of
the foundations of physics (15–21) but also constitute a powerful tech-
nique to manipulate atoms and generate spatial superpositions.

Atom interferometry, in conjunction with atomic clocks, has led to
the idea of using time dilation between two branches of an atom in-
terferometer as a which-way marker to measure effects like the grav-
itational redshift through the visibility of the interference signal (5, 6).
However, no specific geometry for an atom interferometer was pro-
posed and no physical process for themanipulation of thematter waves
was discussed. The geometry as well as the protocols used for coherent
manipulation crucially determine whether and how the interferom-
eter phase depends on proper time (22). Therefore, the question of
whether the effects connected to time dilation can be observed in
light-pulse atom interferometers is still missing a conclusive answer.

In this work, we study a quantumversion of the twin paradox, where
a single twin is in a superposition of two different world lines, aging
simultaneously at different rates, illustrated in Fig. 1B. We show that
light-pulse atom interferometers can implement the scenario where
time dilation is due to special-relativistic effects but are insensitive to
gravitational time dilation. To this end, we establish a relation between
special-relativistic time dilation and kinematic asymmetry of closed
atom interferometers, taking the form of recoil measurements
(15, 21, 23, 24). For these geometries, a single atomic clock in a super-
position of two different trajectories undergoes special-relativistic time
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Introducing internal-state transitions simultaneously on each branch of a light-pulse atom interferometer,
we propose a scheme that is concurrently sensitive to both violations of the universality of free fall and
gravitational redshift, two premises of general relativity. In contrast to redshift tests with quantum clocks, a
superposition of internal states is not necessary but merely transitions between them, leading to a generalized
concept of clocks in this context. The experimental realization seems feasible with already demonstrated
techniques.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.043240

I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenal advance in accuracy of atomic light-pulse
interferometers over the last decades has not only led to high-
precision applications in gravimetry [1,2] and gradiometry
[3,4], but also allows for probes of fundamental physics such
as through measurements of the fine-structure constant to con-
strain Standard-Model extensions [5–7], gravitational wave
detection [8], or tests of the universality of free fall [9–13].
Since the universality of free fall (UFF) and the universality
of gravitational redshift (UGR) form the foundations of gen-
eral relativity, their violation would directly hint toward new
unknown physics. While the former has been tested with light-
pulse atom interferometers for two different atomic species to
the 10−12 level [13], interferometry based on clocks as input
[14] is insensitive to UGR violations [15] as parametrized
below. In this paper we propose an interferometer scheme sen-
sitive to both violations of UFF and UGR (depicted in Fig. 1).
Whereas redshift sensitivity may arise from the initialization
of a quantum clock during the interferometer sequence [16],
we show that a superposition of internal states that constitutes
a clock is not necessary. Instead, the sensitivity originates
solely from the interferometer geometry and change of
internal states.

*christian.ufrecht@gmx.de
†Present address: German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute for

Satellite Geodesy and Inertial Sensing, c/o Leibniz Universität Han-
nover, DLR-SI, Callinstraße 36, D-30167 Hannover, Germany.

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license. Further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s)
and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.

II. RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN ATOM
INTERFEROMETERS

In general relativity an ideal clock moving along a world
line xµ measures proper time

τ = 1
c

∫ √
dxµdxµ, (1)

where c is the speed of light. This quantity is connected to the
phase of a sufficiently localized matter wave via the relation
[16,17]

φ = −ωτ + Sem/h̄, (2)

where ω = mc2/h̄ denotes the Compton frequency, m the
mass of the atom, and Sem accounts for interactions with
electromagnetic fields guiding the matter wave. Because the
phase depends on proper time, it is conceivable that atom
interferometers provide a platform for tests of special and
general relativity. We focus on UFF and UGR and propose a
quantum-mechanical experiment testing both principles. For
that, we define UFF and UGR tests operationally and in
complete accordance with their classical counterparts. UFF
states that gravitational acceleration in a linear gravitational
field is universal, while UGR assumes proper-time differ-
ences measured by two clocks in a gravitational field to be
independent of the composition of the clocks. Introducing
violation parameters in Sec. IV A will help us unambiguously
identify violations of both principles in the interferome-
ter phase through a comparison to predictions of textbook
experiments.

In a light-pulse interferometer, a series of short light pulses
drives the atoms into a coherent spatially delocalized superpo-
sition and subsequently directs them along two branches of the

2643-1564/2020/2(4)/043240(9) 043240-1 Published by the American Physical Society
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Atom interferometers as accelerometers
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